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ARE NEUTRINOS DIRAC OR MAJORANAPARTICLES?� ��M. Czakon, M. ZraªekInstitute of Physis, University of SilesiaUniwersyteka 4, 40-007 Katowie, Polandand J. GluzaInstitute of Physis, University of SilesiaUniwersyteka 4, 40-007 Katowie, Poland,DESY Zeuthen, Platanenallee 6, 15738 Zeuthen, Germany(Reeived Otober 25, 1999)In spite of the general belief that neutrinos are Majorana partiles,their harater should be revealed experimentally. We begin by disussingwhy it is so di�ult in terrestrial experiments. If neutrinos are Majoranapartiles, the �rst signal should ome from neutrinoless double � deay.Still the searh for suh a deay of various nulei is negative. We outlinehow the present knowledge of neutrino masses and mixing matrix elementsombined with the bound from (��)0� deay ould help to determine theirnature.PACS numbers: 14.60.Pq, 26.65.+t, 95.85.Ry1. IntrodutionThere are two main problems in neutrino physis. First is the problemof neutrino masses, whih in the light of present data [1℄ seems to be solved.Neutrinos are massive. The seond is that of the neutrino nature. As massivethey an be Dira (with partiles and antipartiles being di�erent objets:� 6= ��) or Majorana (with partiles and antipartiles being the same, just as� Presented by M. Zraªek at the XXIII International Shool of Theoretial Physis�Reent Developments in Theory of Fundamental Interations�, Ustro«, Poland,September 15�22, 1999.�� Work supported in part by the Polish Committee for Sienti� Researh under GrantsNos. 2P03B08414 and 2P03B04215. J.G. would like to thank also the Alexander vonHumboldt-Stiftung for fellowship. (3121)



3122 M. Czakon, M. Zraªek, J. Gluzafor photons: � = ��). An experimental distintion between these two seemsto be muh more ompliated than the on�rmation of non-vanishing mass.While experimentalists are trying to �nd some way of doing it, theoristshave no doubts. They widely believe in the Majorana nature [2℄. Almostall extensions of the Standard Model (SM) predit it. The only way to haveDira neutrinos is to impose lepton number onservation. However, there isno partiular reason for this, sine it is not a fundamental quantity like theeletri harge. If we do, we immediately run into trouble. Let us mentiononly a loss of the natural `see-saw' mehanism to explain the smallness ofthe neutrino mass.Theoretial reasons aside, the sienti� method obliges us to performexperimental studies, that would falsify either option. So then, why is itdi�ult? Naively one might think it to be rather easy. Imagine for ex-ample, neutrinos from �+ deay (�+ ! �+��) sattering on a nulear tar-get. The result is a �ux of �� (antineutrinos �� oming from �� deay(�� ! ����) always produe antipartiles �+). Unfortunately the leptonnumber L (L(��)= +1, L(��)=�1) is not the only property haraterizingneutrinos. We know also from experiment [3℄ that neutrinos and antineu-trinos have opposite heliity (�� = �(�) and �� = �(+)). Therefore, weare not able to state whih is responsible for �� (�+) prodution, leptonnumber onservation or heliity. In the �rst ase the left-handed neutrino�elds �L(x) �L(x) = Z d3k(2�)3 �A(�)e�ikx �B+ (+) eikx��(�) (1)are omposed of two di�erent operators (see [4℄ for a detailed de�nition).A(�) whih annihilates partiles has negative heliity and B+(+) whihreates partiles has positive heliity.For a massless Majorana �eld NL(x) only one operator A = B � aappears NL(x) = Z d3k(2�)3 �a(�)e�ikx � a+ (+) eikx��(�): (2)In order to hek whether lepton number onservation (A 6= B) or partileheliity (a(�) 6= a(+)) is responsible for ��(�+) prodution, we have toompare neutrino interations in the same heliity statesA(�) with B(�); (3)or A(+) with B(+): (4)



Are Neutrinos Dira or Majorana Partiles? 3123Unfortunately, the visible neutrino interations are suh that only partilesin the states A(�) and B(+) are produed. No neutrinos in the states A(+)and B(�) appear in known experiments.In the next setion we would like to show the onnetion between thepresene (or absene) of the states given in Eqs. (3) and (4) with the sym-metries of the theory.Next in Chapter 3 examples whih explain the origin of the experimentaldi�ulties of diserning Dira from Majorana neutrinos are given. The mainbakground being the small mass of neutrinos whih auses that they areprodued as highly relativisti partiles and their visible left-handed inter-ation.It is ommon belief that the �rst plae to searh is the neutrinolessdouble � deay ((��)0�) of nulei. Unfortunately up to now suh a deayhas not been found and experimental data gives lower bounds on (��)0�deay modes of various nulei. These in turn lead to the limit [5℄ on theso-alled e�etive neutrino mass hm�ijhm�ij � ���XU2eimi��� < 0:2 eV: (5)There are plans to inrease the sensitivity of the bound(s) down to 0.01 oreven 0.001 eV [6℄. If hm�i 6= 0(= 0) the neutrinos are massive Majorana(Dira) partiles. Currently, however, the bound (5) alone is not onlu-sive. There are nevertheless di�erent experiments from whih independentinformation on the neutrino mixing matrix elements Uei and masses mi anbe inferred. Then, we an hek whether the bound (5) is satis�ed or not.If not, neutrinos are Dira partiles. If it is satis�ed, no onlusion an bedrawn. Suh an analysis is performed in Chapter (4). Finally, in Chapter(5) the onlusions are given.2. Dira or Majorana nature of partiles, and symmetriesWe would like to explain how the partile ontent of a theory is onnetedwith its symmetries.We believe up to now [7℄, that the fundamental symmetry of any the-ory whih desribes elementary partile interations is Lorentz invariane.This statement means preisely that the theory must be invariant under theproper orthohronous group of Lorentz transformations L"+. For massivepartiles, they mix states with all heliities, for massless, heliity is Lorentzinvariant. So, from L"+ invariane it follows that:



3124 M. Czakon, M. Zraªek, J. Gluza� for massive partiles (m 6= 0) with spin j all statesj�!p ; �i for � = �j;�j + 1:::;+j (6)must be present in the theory� for massless spin j partiles (m = 0) only one statej�!p ; � = ji or j�!p ; � = �ji (7)must be introdued.For example, it is possible to built a theory whih has L"+ invarianewith three heliity states of the W+ � = �1; 0;+1 with no W� and aphoton of one polarization e.g: jphoton; � = +1i or a neutrino in the statejneutrino; � = �1=2i.The next symmetry is invariane under the CPT transformation [8℄ whihhanges partiles into antipartiles and heliity �! ��:CPT j�!p ; �ipartile = j�!p ;��iantipartile: (8)In any theory with CPT symmetry, partiles and antipartiles with oppositeheliities must exist. In our example this means that W� partiles with� = �1:0, and an antiphoton with � = �1, and antineutrinos with � = +1=2must be present.There are theories like QED where also the separate symmetries C, Pand T hold. The heliity states transform asP j�!p ; �i = �Pei�� j��!p ;��i ; (9)T j�!p ; �i = �Tei�� j��!p ; �i ; (10)and C j�!p ; �ipartile = �Cei�� j�!p ; �iantipartile : (11)For massive partiles these symmetries do not introdue new neessary par-tile states above those already present beause of Lorentz invariane andCPT symmetry. For massless partiles, however, P leads to the existeneof partile (antipartile) states with opposite heliities. One more in ourexample there has to be a photon and an antiphoton.Now we an go bak to our previous statement: in order to determinethe nature of neutral objets we need to ompare the interation of partilesand antipartiles in the same heliity states.j�!p ; �ipartile with j�!p ; �iantipartile : (12)In a theory with C, P and T symmetry:
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photon        =+1

CPT
antiphoton     =-1

CPT

P P

photon        =-1 antiphoton     =+1λ

λ λ

λFig. 1. Four `photon' states onneted by CPT and P transformations(i) suh states exist for massive and massless partiles(ii) from C symmetry partiles and antipartiles interat in the same wayso there is no way to distinguish them.This means that in those fully symmetri theories, there are only MAJO-RANA neutral partiles. That is why photons must be Majorana partilesin QED.All looks di�erent in theories where C, P, T symmetries do not hold (likein the weak interations).For massive partiles two states (Eq. (12) exist and we an omparetheir interations. Partiles and antipartiles in the same heliity states aninterat (i) in di�erent ways or (ii) identially.In ase (i):� some additive quantum number exists, whih di�erentiate partilesfrom antipartiles,� partiles and antipartiles are not the same,� it is the ase of massive Dira neutrinos (desribed by bispinors) withlepton number onservation.� �R�L � � 	D 6= 	CD : (13)In the ase (ii):� additive quantum numbers annot exist,� partiles and antipartiles are not indistinguishable, they are Majoranaobjets,



3126 M. Czakon, M. Zraªek, J. Gluza� there are two important examples of suh partiles: the Z0 gauge bo-son, and massive Majorana neutrinos desribed by Majorana bispinors� �R�L � � 	M = 	CM: (14)For massless partiles the symmetries do not require the existene ofboth states in Eq. (12). It is possible to built theories where partilesand antipartiles in the same heliity state (i) do not exist or (ii) areintrodued.In the same ase (i):� the disussion about Dira or Majorana nature of suh partiles ismeaningless, there is nothing to ompare,� in the ase of spin 1/2 objets there is a kinematial theorem [9℄,whih proves that Weyl neutrinos are idential with massless Majorananeutrinos.In the ase (ii):� two spinors �L and �R are introdued. As in the L-R symmetri model,four states desribed by A(�) and B(�) annihilation operators exist,� objets A(�) and B(�) an interat in di�erent ways so we have mass-less Dira neutrinos (or if CP is onserved, two Majorana neutrinoswith opposite �CP parities), or� objets A(�) and B(�) an interat in the same way and we have twoidential massless Majorana neutrinos (these Majorana neutrinos havethe same �CP parity).3. Why is it di�ult to distinguish experimentally Diraand Majorana neutrinos?There are two main reasons, whih ause that pratially it is impos-sible, at least with the present experimental preision to determine na-ture of neutrinos [10℄. Firstly, the reated neutrinos are usually relativisti(E >> m). On the other hand, ross setions for neutrino interation areproportional to the energy E, so that nonrelativisti neutrinos interat withmatter very weakly. Seondly, visible neutrino interations are either left-handed 12�(1 � 5) for gauge bosons or proportional to neutrino mass forsalar partiles (m�=mW for Higgs partiles).



Are Neutrinos Dira or Majorana Partiles? 3127The forthoming examples will demonstrate these problems.Let us assume that a beam of muon neutrinos with heliity h� , satterson a nulear target. To be more general we onsider the neutrino hargedurrent interation to be of the formLCC = gp2 �AL �N�PLl�+AR �N�PRl��W+� + h:: (15)with a left-handed (AL) and a hypothetial right-handed (AR) part. Diraneutrinos generate only ��'s (with heliity h�)�D +N ! �� +X; (16)with the amplitude proportional toAD��(h� ; h�) � A�L [(E� � 2h�p�) (E� � 2h�p�)℄1=2+ A�R [(E� + 2h�p�) (E� + 2h�p�)℄1=2 ; (17)where E�; p� (E� ; p�) is the energy and momentum of the muons (neutrinos).Majorana neutrinos generate ��'s with exatly the same amplitudeEq. (17) and �+'s. The amplitude for �+ prodution is now proportional toAM�+(h� ; h�) � AL [(E� + 2h�p�) (E� + 2h�p�)℄1=2+ AR [(E� � 2h�p�) (E� � 2h�p�)℄1=2 : (18)In the laboratory frame we are able to obtain a beam of muon neutrinoswith heliity h� = �1=2 (e.g. from �+ ! �+��): The ross setion for �+prodution is unfortunately proportional to�M�+(h� = �1=2) � ���ALpE� � p� + �(h�)ARpE� + p����2� ����AL m�p2E� + �(h�)ARp2E� ����2 ; (19)where �(h�) = �E� � 2h�p�E� + 2h�p� � 12 : (20)Both terms in (19) are small in the high � limit.For neutral urrent interations the situation seems at �rst sight to beeven more promising. There are two harateristi features, whih are om-pletely di�erent for Dira and Majorana neutrinos.



3128 M. Czakon, M. Zraªek, J. Gluza(i) the vetor urrent �M��M = 0, for Majorana neutrinosand(ii) Majorana neutrinos, as idential partiles, need symmetrization.Let us onsider shortly both of them. The respetive neutral urrentinterations are of the formLNC(D) = �D� �gDV � gDA 5� �DZ�; (21)and LNC(M) = �M� ��gMA 5� �MZ�: (22)Despite this striking di�erene, both ases are again indistinguishable [10℄.Let us onsider the measurement of the total ross setion for inlusive pro-dution (Fig.2) � +N ! � +X: (23)
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Fig. 2. The Z exhange desribes the proess � + N ! � + X: The amplituderesponsible for N � Z �X interation B� is shematially desribed in the text.The amplitudes are given byADi!f = �uf� �gDV � gDA 5�uiD��B�; (24)and AMi!f = ��gMA � [uf�5ui � �vi�5vf ℄D��B� ; (25)where D�� is the Z0 propagator and B� desribes the Z0 interation withnulei Z0N ! X:Both amplitudes look di�erent, but if we approximate them for relativis-ti neutrinos (E� >> m�), with the relationvi�vf = �uf�ui; (26)and 5ui = �ui + 0�m�E� � ; (27)



Are Neutrinos Dira or Majorana Partiles? 3129we �nd in both ases Ai!f = 
uf�uiD��B� ; (28)where 
 = gDV + gDA for Dira and 
 = 2gMA for Majorana neutrinos.The measurement of the total ross setion �(�N ! �X) gives onenumber 
 and we are not able to say whether 
 = gDV + gDA or 
 = 2gMA .Therefore, even if the neutral urrent interation is so di�erent for Dira andMajorana neutrinos, it annot be used to distinguish them.To see possible di�erenes in the behavior of Dira and Majorana neutri-nos, whih ould follow from the symmetrization proedure let us onsiderthe proess e�e+ ! �M�M or ! �D�D: (29)We suppose that the measurement of the angular distribution of �nal neutri-nos (of ourse in the ase that suh a distribution is measured whih is notthe ase up to now) is the simplest way to �nd their harater: if the angu-lar distribution has forward-bakward symmetry the neutrinos are Majoranapartiles if not, Dira neutrinos were produed.To hek whether the above statement is true, let us alulate the heliityamplitudes (for simpliity we neglet the eletron and neutrino masses)(seefor details Ref. [4, 11℄. For Majorana neutrinos, four heliity amplitudes donot vanish, MM(�� = �1;�� = �1) 6= 0; (30)where �� = � � �;�� = � � � and � (�) and �(�) are heliities of theeletron (positron) and the �nal neutrino (antineutrino).Whereas, there are only two amplitudes for Dira neutrinosMD (�� = �1;�� = �1) = p2MM(�� = �1;�� = �1): (31)If we alulate the unpolarized ross setiond�d os � = 14 X��;�� d�(��;��)d os � ; (32)we �nd out that there is di�erene between the Dira and the Majoranaases. The important feature of a detetor, that does not measure heliityis that it also is not able to distinguish a neutrino from an antineutrino(Fig. 3). Therefore we have to add the ross setion for Dira neutrinos andantineutrinos. Due to the formulae:d�Dd os � (�) = d�Md os � (�� = �1) ; (33)



3130 M. Czakon, M. Zraªek, J. Gluza
with helicity +1/2
Dirac or Majorana antineutrino

with helicity -1/2

Dirac or Majorana neutrino

e e
- +

Fig. 3. Detetors do not distinguish lepton number from heliityand d�Dd os � (� � �) = d�Md os � (�� = +1) ;the �nal result will be now symmetri. For the total ross setion we reoverone more the equivalene between both types of neutrinos. In order not totake into aount the same spin on�guration two times, we have to integratethe Majorana ross setion only over half of the full solid angle and we have�tot (M) = 1Z0 d os � d�d os � = 1Z�1 d os � d�Dd os � = �tot (D) : (34)There is only one terrestrial experiment, whih urrently promises to statewhether neutrinos are Majorana or Dira partiles. It is the neutrinolessdouble � deay of nulei (��)0� [12℄.(A;Z)! (A;Z + 2) + 2e�: (35)There are many di�erent mehanisms whih ould be responsible for (��)0�deay [13℄. The most important one is massive Majorana neutrino exhange[13℄ (see Fig. (4)).It has been proved that independently of the mehanism whih governsthe (��)0� ; there is a generi relation between the amplitude of (��)0� deayand the Majorana mass term for neutrinos [14℄. If any of these two quantitiesvanishes, the other one vanishes, too, and vie versa if one of them is notzero, the other also di�ers from zero.Taking into aount the most obvious mehanism from Fig.4 the (��)0�amplitude is given by A(��)0� = Anul hm�i ; (36)where Anul desribes the nulear transition and hm�iis given by Eq.(5).Many experiments on the searh for (��)0� deay of di�erent nulei are goingon at present. Unfortunately, up to now suh a deay has not been found
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Nuclear part(A,Z) (A,Z-2)
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Fig. 4. Massive Majorana neutrino exhange mehanism desribing the neutrinolessdouble � deay. The antineutrino �� emitted in one vertex must be absorbed as aneutrino � in other. Suh a senario is possible only if the neutrino is massive (thenthere is a hane that the emitted antineutrino has negative heliity �� and mustbe a Majorana partile (then �� = �).and experimentalists an only give a lower bound on the (��)0� deay modesof various nulei. The most stringent limit was found in the germaniumHeidelberg�Mosow experiment. Their latest result on the half-life timeT 0�1=2 � ���A(��)0� ����2 is [5℄T 0�1=2 (Ge) > 5:7 � 1025 year( 90% C:L:); (37)from whih the bound on jhm�ij (Eq. (5)) has been found. Suh results alonegive no hane to onlude about the nature of neutrinos. There are howeverother experimental data on mixing matrix elements Uei and masses whih areindependent of the neutrino harater. This information omes from �avorosillation experiments (see Appendix) tritium � deay and osmology. Wean use this data and hek whether the bound (Eq. (5) is satis�ed. If it is,the results are still not onlusive. If however the Uei and mi are suh thatthe value of hm�i is greater than the present bound, neutrinos must haveDira harater.4. Cheking the agreement of (��)0� deay boundswith other experimental resultsThe disussion whih follows depends on the number of light neutrinos.Three suh neutrinos are neessary to explain solar [15℄ and atmospheri [1℄anomalies. Four light neutrinos must be introdued if, in addition, the LSNDresults [16℄ is not disregarded. Here we will present results for three lightneutrinos [17℄. So that we have a relation between 3 �avor states (�e; ��; �� )and 3 eigenmass states (�1; �2; �3)0� �e���� 1A = 0� Ue1 Ue2 Ue3U�1 U�2 U�3U�1 U�2 U�3 1A0� �1�2�3 1A : (38)



3132 M. Czakon, M. Zraªek, J. GluzaThe three elements in the �rst row of the mixing matrix (Ue1; Ue2; Ue3) arethe senario of our disussion.Besides the (��)0� deay there are three main soures where informationabout mixing matrix elements Uei and mi masses of neutrinos are given:(i) tritium � deay;(ii) osmology (dark matter and number of neutrino speies indued bynuleosynthesis) and most importantly;(iii) solar and atmospheri neutrino osillation.Without going into details, we present only the required results (see [17℄ fordetail).Tritum � deayThe latest result from the Curie plot endpoint of tritium � deay givesthe bound onm (�e) = hjUe1j2m21 + jUe2j2m22 + jUe3j2m23i1=2 � m�; (39)where m� = 2:7 eV [18℄ 3:4 eV [19℄ :Similar limits on m (��) and m (�� ) are muh larger and less preise, so theyare not interesting for our next analysis.CosmologyIn order not to exeed the ritial density of the Universe the sum ofmasses of light, stable neutrinos [20℄X� m� < 30 eV : (40)Then there is no plae for old matter. If only 20% of all dark matter isformed by neutrinos then [20℄X� m� � 6 eV : (41)Presently the best �t to osmologial observations is obtained if only 30% ofthe ritial density is formed by dark matter. The rest (�70%) is explainedby the osmologial onstant. Then, if all hot dark matter (20% of all darkmatter) is formed by neutrinos [20℄X� m� � 2 eV : (42)



Are Neutrinos Dira or Majorana Partiles? 3133There is also a bound on the equivalent number of neutrino speies N�whihfollows from the present abundane of 4He. It was found [21℄ that N� �(2� 4) with 95% C.L.Reator, atmospheri and solar neutrino osillationFrom CHOOZ [22℄ and the atmospheri neutrino anomaly [1℄ we an �ndjUe3j2 � 0:05: (43)There are three still aepted solutions of solar neutrino de�it [15℄ (i) va-uum osillation V O, (ii) small mixing angle MSW transition (SMA), and(iii) large mixing angle MSW transition (LMA).(i) for V O the onstraints on jUe2j2 are not unique and two ranges ofvalues are possible (whih we denote as small = S or large = L)0:24 � ��U2e2��(V O)S � 0:48; (44)or 0:48 � ��U2e2��V OL � 0:76: (45)For the MSW solution it is neessary that jUe2j2 < jUe1j2 in order toful�ll the resonane ondition so we have only one range of values.(ii) For SMA MSW transition we get:0:0005 � ��U2e2��(SMA) � 0:0026: (46)(iii) Finally for LMA MSW resolution of solar neutrino anomaly there is:0:204 � ��U2e2��(LMA) � 0:48: (47)There are two possible mass shemes, whih an desribe osillation data.They are presented in Fig. 5.In addition the total sale for neutrino masses is not �xed and di�erentsenarios are possible (Fig. 6, Eq. (37), (39), (40))Now we an ombine all the information and hek whether the bound onhm�i (Eq. (5)) is satis�ed. In the hm�i there are squares of Uei's and largeanellations are possible. From other experiments we have only informationabout the modulus, not about phases. If we also take into aount, that thesale of masses is not known the method is not powerful enough. Despite ofthat, in some ases the results an be onlusive. For example, for almost
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Fig. 5. Two possible neutrino mass spetra whih an desribe the osillation data
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HFig. 6. Di�erent sales for neutrino masses. In the �rst hierarhial sheme (H)m1 ' 0 and m1 << m2 << m3 neutrino masses are too small to be responsiblefor hot dark matter. In all other shemes � almost degenerate (D) � neutrinosan explain the existene of the hot dark matter without or with a non-vanishingosmologial onstant.degenerate neutrinos if we know that two elements of mixing matrix aresmall, then the third must be large, lose to 1. In this ase, independentlyof the possible anellations, hm�i is large (jhm�ij � m1 and an be greaterthan the present bound on (��)0� deay. Then we onlude that neutrinosmust be Dira partiles. For details and disussions of di�erent senarios werefer to [17℄.



Are Neutrinos Dira or Majorana Partiles? 31355. ConlusionsAs (i) the SM works very well and no signal about non standard neutrinointeration is seen, and (ii) in any of the astrophysial soures and terrestrialexperiments neutrinos are produed with an energy muh larger than theirmass, it is extremely di�ult to �nd an experimental signal whih wouldinform us about the nature of neutrinos.There is only one terrestrial experimental test that an reveal the Majo-rana harater of neutrinos - the neutrinoless double � deay. Unfortunately,experimental groups plaed only the upper limit on the (��)0� deay halflife time. If neutrinos are Majorana partiles, probably the next experimentswhih measure hm�i up to 0.01 eV or 0.001 eV have a hane to measure it.If neutrinos are Dira partiles we should get a signal about it by on-fronting the (��)0� bound with independent information about masses andmixing matrix elements.The present experimental preision is not good enough to �nd the an-swer. However, we are able to get some partial information e.g. if SMAMSW mehanism desribes the solar neutrino de�it, and almost degener-ate neutrinos have m� > 0:22 eV then they must be Dira partiles. If thefuture GEMINI experiment still gives only a bound on hm�i the next solarneutrino measurements (SNO and BOREXINO) have a hane to state thatneutrinos are Dira partiles. AppendixWe would like to larify what the formulae for �avor osillation P�!�(x)and e�etive neutrino mass hm�i look like for Dira neutrinos.The mass term of n Dira neutrinos isLmass = ��LMD�R + h:: = �12 (�L; �L)M� (�R; �R)T + h::; (48)where MD is an arbitrary n� n matrix,�R(L) = �TL(R); and M� = � 0 MDMTD 0 � : (49)The MD matrix an be diagonalized by the biunitary transformationMD ! V TMDV 0 = (MD)diag ; (50)where V and V 0 are the n� n unitary matries.Then the M� matrix is diagonalized by the transformationM� ! UTM�U = � (MD)diag 00 (MD)diag � ; (51)



3136 M. Czakon, M. Zraªek, J. Gluzawhere the 2n� 2n matrix U isU = 1p2 � �iV; ViV 0; V 0 � : (52)In the mass eigenstate basis for harged leptons the left-handed hargedurrent interation LCC � � gp2�L�lLW+� + h:: (53)an be written in the formLCC � � gp2	LV T�lLW+� + h:: ; (54)where 	L = 1p2 (iN1L +N2L) ;and two Majorana bispinors N1i and N2i orrespond to the same mass eigen-value mi of the matrix (49)�L = 1p2 (iV �; V �)� N1LN2L � = V �	L: (55)Now the e�etive neutrino mass ishm�i = 2nXi=1 U2eimi = nXl=1 12 �(�iVei)2 + (Vei)2�mi = 0: (56)For the probability that a neutrino born with �avor � will have �avor �after traveling distane x we getP�!�(x) = ����� 2nXi=1 U��iU�ie�im2i2p x�����2= ����� nXi=1 e�im2i x2p 12 ��iV ��i� (�iV�i) + �V ��i� (V�i)	�����2= ����� nXi=1 e�im2i x2p V ��iV ��i�����2 : (57)We see that P�!�(x) looks exatly the same for n Dira and n Majo-rana neutrino osillation. The only di�erene is the number of CP violating
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